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Die X. Fachtagung der Indogermanischen Gesellschaft wird Ende
September 1996 in Innsbruck sattfinden und soll neben den noch einmal
aufzugreifenden Aspekten der Rekonstruktion, relativen Chronologie
und räumlich-zeitiich-soziologischen Schichtung der Grundsprache den
Fragen von Heimat, Ausbreitung und Kultur der Sprachträger, also der
Indogermanischen Kulturwissenschaft als Hauptthema, gewidmet sein.

Innsbruck, im April 1994

Volfgang Meid

The Neuter Plural of Thematic Nouns.
Derivatives from a Stem in -e- from Thematic Nouns

It is generally recognised that the neuter plural in origin was identical
with the nominative singular of the ¿-stems. The neuter plural, however,
has two forms: one in -b, and one in -ehr.The latter would be thar of the
o-stems. In fact, one may have doubts here, for this system is found only
in Indo-Iranian. Ail other languages have only one form, that in -eb2,
with the exception of Greek, which has short -a from - b, (and Latin,
which has -ø in all categories). If we accept this distribution as original,
one would like to know how it came about. If an explanation is presented, it is assumed that thematic -eh, consists of a stem vowel -e,
ablaudng with -o-, followed by -b, (e. g. Rix 1.976,1.40). As the -br- was
itself a suffix (making collectives), we would have an instance of derivation with a suffix from a stem in -e from the thematic nouns (which are
called o-stems or e/o-stems). The question is whether such a derivation is
possible.
This is the question which I want to discuss here. The answer will be
negative. I will suggest an alternative explanation. Though the result of
this study is mainly nega¡ive, the relevant material is of interest for a
number of other problems, and therefore may be of some importance.
Vhat I will do is look at all the forms where derivation from a srem
in -e from thematic nouns has been assumed. I hope that I have found all
relevant ¡ypes, but it may well be that I overlooked some. As far as I
know the material has not been collected before, with one exception.
We shall consider nominal derivation, the formation of compounds,
and verbal derivation. My main interest is nominal derivation. On the
compounds we can be very short. The verbal derivation is of considerable interest, but I cannot go into details here as it would take too much
time; I hope to publish elsewhere on these questions.

I. Nominal Derivatives

A list of "Erweiterungen von e-, o-Stämme" is given by lH.irt 1927,
It gives: 1. -eios in adjectives of material, type argentews; 2. -euos ín

233.

denominative adjectives, rype annuus;3. -eno, -ono in verbal adjectives,
type Goth. fulgins;4. Gr. -tqç (i. e. -tehr-) affer -e-, in oirétr1ç; 5. the suffix -tehrt- in Gr. rorótqç;6. -o-went, as in Gr. onóetç.
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Number 3. is not derived from thematic nouns, so it does not concern us here.1 The other forms will be discussed in the following together
with other evidence I collected.
Forms that have a stem in -o
As is generally known there is ample evidence for stems in -o before
derivative suffixes. I may shortly recall them, also to see whether there
are perhaps variants with a stem in -e.

The suffix -went-.
Greek has -o-uent-: Hom. ðol"ó-, otovó-,',1vepó-erç; Myc. pitirjowesa
/ptiljowessa/ '(decorated) with feathers' from ætíl.ov.
Hittite has -a-wantinþ.artimmiyazuønt 'angry' beside the verb
Þartirnmiya-, but the noun is leartimmiyat-'anger'.
Sanskrit (AiGr. II2,87lff.)has -a-vønt- (himávant-, but also in the
Rigveda adozenforms in -ãvant- and some more in later texts (p. 886):
á.ívdvant- (twice with short ø). Though Sanskrit has more unexpected
long vowels, for which a rhythmical explanation is considered, it is quite
possible that we here have an archaism where the effect of Brugmann's
law is preserved. It is not surprising that in recent formations the stem
vowel (short) -a.- was used. The case is very instructive, showing that
original long a (from Brugmann's law) is being replaced by an unchangeAvestan does not show the long d:
able -ø- already in the oldest text.
GAv. m¡ùdava.nt-.
1)

2) The suffixes -tero, -tmo-

In Greek there is oniy

evidence

for forms with -o-: ),eurótepoq,

has
&rcpótaroç. (For the origin of -rotoç see Risch 93.)
- Indo-Iranian
- ø- : j u st át ør a-, - t a.ma.- ; G Ãv. sp antõ. t anla-, L Av. øþ øt ar a-.
The use of the suffixes for comparison may not be of PIE date (Risch
91ff.). Their use in derivation from adverbs is oider.
PIE is 'rþ,noteros-, Gr. rcórepoç Skt. Þ,øtørá-, OCS hotorye, Lith.
katràs, Osc. pú.tereí-pid, Goth. luøþar. It seems most improbable to me
that ¡he OE and German forms wíth lue- continue ancient 'tþae-. Í.n
OHG secondary -e- is also found in (b)wër, (h)wen(an|In OE the coexistence of lvæþer andlueþer itself suggests that one form is recent (after
lvelc, swelc?). (Note further that it concerns a pronoun; cf. IV.)

1

After Seebold's arúcle (1967) on the Old English forms rhe exisrence oÍ -enohas become very doubtful. probably it did not exist (ìee now Bourkan (forthc.) in his
dissertation on the Germanic Auslautgesetze).

J

The suffixes themselves must clearly be analysed as -ero-, -n'to- foIlowing -/-, as is shown by the adverbial formations.
In Indo-Iranian we find no reflexes of Brugmann's law; the stem
vowel -a was used. (Cf. .Nv. fratara-, -tan1a-, which cannot contain anything else but'?pro.)
3) The suffix -tehrtThis suffix is found in Greek, Latin and Indo-Iranian. Greek has -o-:
veótr'¡t-, rcrrótqt- etc.
Latin gives no information for our problem, as
all medial voweis were- reduced and fell togerher; -o- gives -i-, -io- gives
-le- (so this -e- does nor poinr to old -e): no,.titas, dignitas, societas
(Leumann 373ff.).
Sanskrit has only very few forms with the suffix
(AiGr. lI 2, 620[.), e.- g. øpar/í-tat-, devá-tat-. There are some more forms
with -tati-, which developed from -tøt- (Leumann 375; Latin does not
have this form): sart¡á-tdti-. Avestan has some thirty forms with-tat-, a
dozen of which have -a-tãt- e. g. amarata.ta.t-, baurpøtat- uparatùt-.
Indo-Iranian, then, has shorr -a- and not the reflex of Brugmann's law,
as we saw above. As these forms are in close relation with those wíth -tawe have to look at the latter type.

The suffix -tehrGreek has only deverbative forms (Risch 25).
Latiniwventa, senecta are Latin creations; v[taís deverbal and does
not continu e't' gliwo -ta- (Leumann 335).
Sanskrit has no deverbative forms in the Rigveda, while rhere are
3a)

derivatives from adjectives (AiGr. II2,616ff.). However, in books I-IX
there are, besides swníta- only three forms, occurring rarely (among
them avírata).Inthe Xth book we find nagnáta, deváta.It has been supposed that the denominative use is secondary to the deverbal use.

Avestan has six forms tn -atã (pawntøtø 'mounrain chain', Skt.
párvata-, with -4p-, and høôanøêpatã'a plant' not counted), yesnyata.
Gathic has (a)sparazatd, whích is deverbative.
Slavic has deverbative -ta (Yaillant IV 684) and a great many derivatives from adjectives in -otø, dobrotø, dlùgota, nagota. Baltic has the same
type, Lith. szteiþ.atà 'health', nuogatà.
Germanic has only forms in -iþa (on OE frtod, which is not of the
type Skt. priyáta, see Bammesberger 1979, 54f .). E. g. Goth. bawhiþa
'height', weibiþa'holiness'. Meid 1967,145 states thar the -i- can represent oid -i- or -e/(o)-. It is not the general opinion, however, that e resulted in I in rhis position (outside Gothic); more probably -e- was
retained (see Boutkan forthc.) This means that we cannor be sure that e is
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involved. Meid cites as evidence for -e- Lat. anxietãs on which see above,
and British forms, to be mentioned now.
Celtic has the suffix in M\Ø -et, dabet'goodness'. Meid (145) assumes here an old e, but it may also be an i (as in Germanic), as is the
view of Pedersen2,37.
Thus the forms with -ta(t)- show -o-, but no reliable evidence for -e-.
a) The suffix -å,o-.

Greek does not have derivations with this suffix from thematic
nouns. The form -rro- became very productive. It is found rarely from
thematic nouns: óp<pcxvrróq (Risch 161).

Latin gives no information on the vowel; cf. unicws, modicws
(Leumann 336).
Sanskrit, where the suffix became very productive, has Pwtr*-ká'-,
In Avestan the
arbba-þá-'small', søna-þ.á-'old' (AiGr. II 2,515).
type is rare;maíyaÞ.a-'man'(its long d may be due to the precedingT).

Old Persian

has ba(n)daÞ.a-'slave'

.

Balto-Slavic has a few words only (Vaillant 462): glgboÞ.ù''deep',
v y s o k ù.'hi gh', íiro þ ñ.'long', in o Þ ù'' s olítary' .
Germanic has -aba-/-aga- from thematic nouns: OHG einøg, Goth.
wawrdabs'wortbegabt', øwþøgs'rich, happy', OIc. heilagr.
There is no trace of -e-.
5)
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7)The suffix -tuo- (and Gr. -oóvrì)
Greek has Hom. pall.o-oúvq and (ervo-, ôoui,o-oóvr1 (Risch 150f.).
Sanskrit has neuters líke gørbbø-tvá-'pregnancy', a.mfta.-tvá- (AíGr.
-II 2,71,1,71.6). In Avestan the suffix is rare; from o-stems only
has also
daraya.fratama-0[3a-'lasting priorate'.
- With -tva.na- Sanskrit
neuters, but none derived from a thematic stem. The same holds for Av.
Gothic has
-)þøna-. The -a- tells us nothing about origin al -e- or
'friendship'.
is
Slavic
Feminine
ís
frijaþroa
þiwa-dw'servitude'.
- Greek-trtoThe
suffix
rare and not known from o-stems (Vaillant 410).
-ouvr1 is connected with Skt. -tvana-, though the relation is problematic.
No evidence f or -e-.

-

8)

The suffix -tuHt-

This suffix is found in Latin, Celtic and Germanic. Av. gaõotil; ís not
Latin
evidence for the suffix in Indo-Iranian (Hoffmann 1967,188).
(virtøs)
reduced
or
gives no evidence as the vov¡el is either syncopated
(senìitøs).
Only Celtic does give evidence. OIr. bethu for example,
must come- from 't'gaivle-twHt- (lowering of the preceding -i- by an -ewould have been blocked by the palatal ø). Forms of the type uaisletu
'apex' give no evidence (the e being the shwa preceded by palatal consonants, which were palatal because of the -e- which was lost tn'tupselo-).
In Germanic only Gothic has the suffix, in four words, in all of which
-the stem vowel was syncopated ajwÞ-, gantain-, rnanag-, mileil-døþs.

The suffix -bbo

Greek does not h"rr" th. suffix from thematic nouns (Risch 171).
In Sanskrit there is only one adjective derived from a thematic noun, AV
Slavic has abstract
sthøla-bhá-'grob, massig' (AiGr. II 2, 746ff .).
(Baltic
Iong l, Lith.
generalized
nouns like OCS zù.lo-bø'badness'.
ubilø-ba-.
in
adverbs
-bø,
has in Gothic
auhítybe.)
- Germanic
is no eviden ce lor -e- .
Thus there
6) The suffix -b,en'
The suffix discóvered by Hoffman nhað b1, as is shown by the inflexion of Skt. Þ.anya if this is correctly reconstructed as -hrën, -b,en-rn, the

latter form appearing in acc. sg. kønyánam for 'tkøniyánam (F{ofÎmann
1955, 38). The e-colouring laryngeal is confirmed by the participial ending -m-b,n-o-. As it is supposed that the non-ablauting suffix -on- continues this suffix when it followed the thematic vowel, this vowel must
have been -o-: -o-b,n-> -õn-.

Forms that provide no evidence
9) The suffix -roThis suffix is rarely used as a secondary suffix. In Greek there are no
forms in -ovo- (or -evo-). There are only forms in -ovo- (ðp<pavoq,
roípcxvoq), of unclear formation, which do not concern us (Risch 9zff.)'
Latin dominws, which is the only word that may have been derived
-from an o-stem, gives no evidence about the vowel. Sanskrit does not
., esp. $562-4;
have secondary formations with -na- (ArGr.II2,726ff
as this would
from
hardly
-ono-,
-anø-eno-,
180-206 treats the suffix
have given -ana-; the suffíx -ana-, pp. 270ff ., is the medial participle
ending, from -mbrno-, and a very few other forms which are irrelevant;
Germanic has a very few words that are cited
on samøná- see $5oza.).

in this connection (Meid-103ff.). Goth. þiødans is derived from an a-stem
(so it is not relevant here). Oic. Herjann may continue'tharja-na-. Unclear is Goth. aþran'fruit'; see Lehmann. lJnclear is also Goth. abana
'chaff'. Forms with. -in- like OIc. dróttin are derived from l-stems
('t-drøbti-nø-). A few words have -in- beside -an-: Goth. mawrgins, OS,
OHG morgan; here Old Icelandic has -un-, morgunni Goth, himins, OS
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heban 'heaven'; OIc. beiùinz OHG beidan 'heathen'. Cf. Wuotan,
Oàinn. Much is unclear with these words, but it is a typical Germanic
problem, not relevant to PIE.
Forms with supposed -e; before consonant
\Øe have seen, as was well known, that there is abundant evidence for
derivatives from thematic nouns with a stem in -o. Formerly, in fact until
recently, scholars did not consider it a problem to assume that other
forms were derived from a stem in -e. "Abla:ut e/o" was sufficient explanation. This way of dealing with the facts is an inheritance from the beginning of Indo-European studies. Of course, it is quite improbable, not
to say impossible, that both possibilities existed side by side (for long

times): differences in form that do not correspond to a difference in
meaning are eliminated. In fact, clear and certain evidence for -e- does
not exist. Only incidentally is such a form assumed. .Ve shall see that in
all cases a different explanation is more probable or at leâst equally possible.

A

result of the forms studied above is that the absence of
Brugmann's law in Indo-Iranian cannot be considered as proof for
e-vocalism. Here the synchronic stem vowel -a- was inroduced.
10) A suffix -ewo- (supposed to be -e-uo-) is unknown in Greek (Hirt
cites ¡rcrÀéog, for which see Chantraine 1.933,253). reveóç is a thematic
perpetuøs which is a
form of an u-stem.
- Lal dnnuØs was formed after
deverbative formation, Leumann 303. Further Latin has -øws from -uoafter consonant, as ínmortwøs.
- Sanskrit, for which Hirt gives Þeíavá-,
does not have a suffíx -øvø- according to AiGr. II2,2l9 (only rtidháva-,
which derives from an u-stem; see 1992). Vith the suffix -va- the AiGr.
Il 2, 868 mentions very few words supposedly derived from nouns in -¿.
Among them is þ.eíavá-'with long hair', but here Av. gacsu-'id.' makes
it probable that we have to do with a derivation from an original u-srem.
The same will probably hold for arnapá-'wasserreich, Flut', and perhaps
also for þitøoá- '(successful) gambler', from þ.rtá-'throw (of dice)'. In
any case these forms do not prove an IE formation. (Of course, the type
Finally, the Slavic suffix -ozà must
mãnavá- is derived from w-srems.)
be mentioned. This is generally considered a thematization of nouns with
the conclusion is that there is no
a suffix -eu-;YaillantIY 439.
-Thus
evidence whatever for a suffix -wo- added to a thematic stem in -e.
11) The words with -tebr- preceded by -r- (type oirétr1ç, mentioned
by Hirt) are in origin deverbal formations, Schwyzer 499f., Risch 31ff.
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Cf. Myc. ereta, eqeta, laruøgetø /eretds, beþvetãs, lãzuagetas/. From there
the suffix was used in a few other forms, already in Myc. þotoneta
/þtoinetas/ from þ.otona /þtoina/. Forms derived from o-srems are rare
and have -o-,ro\órqç.
Thus there are no old formations with -e-tebr-.
12)The suffix

-d.bo-

A suffix -dho- in Greek

is not found in derivations from thematic
nouns (Schwyzer 510, Risch L74).
Sanskrit -dba- is found only from
words with a dubious etymology- (AiGr. II 2,725; there is no suffix
In Germanic the suffix can hardly be distinguished from -¿o-.
-adha-).

Meid 1,ZZ-gives no relevant forms.
The only word that probably has this suffix is Goth. naqøþs (-d-),
Lat. nûdws. The Germanic forms have a preceding -o-. For Latin an -ehas often been considered possible (e. g. Ernout-Meillet). This form
could then be analyzed as't'nogtas-f,ho- (thus e. g. Feist). Schrijver (1991,
274f .)has now proven that only a form with -o- is possible for Latin. An
analysis 't'nogaç-iho- now seems obvious; cf. OCS nøgù' Lrth. núogas <
"-nogas5 (with lengthening and acute accent according to the \ØinterKortiandt law). For Germanic, however, Boutkan (forthc.) explains the
-u- of OE nøcod, OHG nacþot from the âccusative of an original /-stem,
in PGm. 'i'-ad-un with raising of aby the u. (A form with -edho- ís assumed by Lehmann for OIc. nøÞ,Þoiãr, but such a form cannot be accounted for, as was pointed out by Schrijver, who is undoubtedly correct
in assuming a participle in -itos (from the verb nøþþva <'tnaÞ,wjøn) for
this form; thus also De Vries.)
13) The diminutive suffix -eloThe Latin diminutive suffrx -wlws could continue -o-lo-, as is assumed
by Monteil 1973,150. Ffowever, it has been argued that it goes back ro
-elo-; IastIy Leumann 309, who explicitly stares rhar the -e is the srem
vowel of thematic nouns. There are five argumenrs:1. two Faliscan
words; 2.Umbr. struíla;3. the type porcellus;4. Lith. -elis, and 5. Goth.
-Wwlfila,
leitils etc. The Faliscan forms (ørcentelom, urnela?l) may nor be
decisive because of our poor knowledge of the language (though rhey
look convincing), but the Umbrian form requires a front vowel (losr) before the -i- to explain the palataltzatlon of the -þ-. porcellus derived from
porculus seems to require -elo- Íor -ulus because this explains -ellws <
't'-elVlo-. Flowever, it might be assumed that -ellws originated in forms in
-er-, -en- (type puella) and became productive. Identification with the
Baltic suffix is probable (see below). The Germanic forms could have the
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form, but here -i-lo is also possible (in the case of leitils an l-stem

is

probable).

Both Lithuanian and Latvian have the suffix with long and short -e(Endzelins 1.971.,1.10f.). This points to a suffix -el- (in Baltic extended
with -lo-). The lengthened form -el- may be ancient, but it could be a
secondary lengthening (there is a distribution, the lengthened form occurring in long words; but this distribution may also be secondary). In
Baltic the suffix is not specifically derived from thematic nouns.
A variant is (Lat.) -culus. This form is evidently derived from the
suffix -,ëo-. This form is Italic only. As it is quite improbable that Italic
still had a form -þe-, it was probably made by adding -elo- to -k(o)-, wíth
loss of the -o-. If so, it would show that before a suffix beginning with a
vowel the stem vowel was eliminated.
Thus Baltic points to a suffix -el-.It must âlso be stressed that in
Baltic the suffix is not specific for o-stems. In any case, a suffix -el- may
be assumed. Before this suffix the stem vowel of the o-stems would have
been deleted.

It is probable ¡hat we have the same suffix in OIr. uasø|,W. uchel
'high' (see sub 8) above on OIr. wøisletø). Gr. üvnl'óç shows that we have
here a sufftx -el/cl-. For the use of the suffix with a word for 'high' we
may compare its use with words for 'great', as in Lith. dìdelis (cf. also
¡reyáÀoç and Goth. rniÞik).
1a) The suffix -elos is well known. Greek has e. g. l"íOeoq, øpyupeoç
in Mycenaean we have høkeja, poniÞ.eja, popwrejø etc. (Þ.hølÞeja,
pboiniÞeja, porpburejø/).- I.t Sanskrit the suffix is very rare. Much cited

etc.;

hiranyá.ya is almost alone. Avestan here has zarana.ena-, and twice
zaranya- which might stand for >:'-yøyø- (Mayrhofer2 s. v. bíranya-).
Further avyá.ya- which stands beside ávya- and gaoyáya- (instead of exLatin has aureus etc.
pected 't'gaoáya-), which stands beside gávya-.
- analyses -e-io-, as Hirt
As to the origin of the suffix Monteil 157
apparently did; now also Schindler 1976,351, who posits -e-jHo-. Risch
131 and Leumann 286, however, refer to Benveniste 1935,76,who thinks
that it derives from thematizationof -ei-. He considers this suffix as the
fuil grade of ancient neuters in -1. \What decides in favour of the second
analysis, to my mind, is that -io- derivatives from o-stems loose the stem
vowel (AiGr. II2,806): á.ívya-,innroq. This analysis is also followed by
I. Hajnal in this volume. Schindler formulated the rule that the thematic
vowel was eliminated before a suffix beginning with -l-. Thus he has to
assume Ø-i(H)o- beside -e-i(H)o- which makes the second analysis most
improbable. Also, -e-jHo- may have given -eroç in Greek.

9

The conclusion is that, where -elos occurs from (better is of course
beside) o-stems, there is no stem vowel, e. g. Àí0oç, ÀíOeoç.

Forms with suppos ed -e-; before vowel
15) The suffix -¿l-

crpyaç (acc. -frrcx and -éta) 'white' has been interpreted by
Schindler (1976,351) as a stem in -e followed by -(e)t-, -e-et-, giving
-et-.The word seems derived from &pyóç. I don't think that this interpremight point
tation is in any way probable. (Note that the acute of
"pyúc
to lengthened grade; contraction would have given a circumflex.)
Chantraine 1933,267 points out that this suffix makes derivatives
from verbs, "et parfois aussi .,. de noms." Thus we have réÀ,r1q 'courser'
from réÀopcrr, æévqç 'poor' from rcévopar. &pync itself could be based on
upy- (not on the o-stem), as was cipyupoq etc.
The other languages âre not very helpful. Latin has substantives with
-et- (seges, perhaps the type with -iet-, arics) and adjectives (hebes, dtves);
the forms with -iet- show lengthened grade in the nominarive, aries,
abies, pã.rics (Leumann 372, who does not note or mention the long
vowel). Celtic has numerous ¿-stems, both with preceding long and short
vowel (Pedersen 2, 101.f., Thurneysen 205{rf .; Pedersen's explanation of
OIr. Iucb'mouse' makes it probable that at least a number of the forms
with short vowel had originally ablaut of long and short vowel). Beside
the forms with -o¿- (type OIr. bibdu) there is one with -€t-, the type OIr.
fili'seer'. Beside this word only óengi 'guest'is mentioned, which has no
etymology (connection with Gr. oilopur 'to go away' has been suggested). fili der:esfrom't'wel-et-s, from the root'to see'. This means that
the only word outside Greek that can be identified is also derived from a

Gr.

verb.

I conclude tha¡ these words are probabiy verbal derivatives in origin,
so that the denominal forms are recent. But even if the formation was not
in origin deverbal, it cannot

be established that their origin must have
been in the thematic nouns. The type, then, is important in that it probably shows that a suffix of the rype -\7C- could be used to derive nouns
from o-stems, whereby the thematic vowel was deleted (cf. nr. 14 above).
It cannot be established, however, that this process was of PIE date.
16) The suffix Gr. -eóq
1.97 6 Schindler proposed to derive this suffix from a thematic stem
ending in -e, as words with this suffix are mostly derived from o-stems

In

-l- (see above on
In
fact
he
from
paradigm
nom. -eus, gen.
starts
an
original
-eios),

and because e/o is deleted only before a suffix with
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-eu-(o)s, taking Boorì"éoç, BoorÀfroç atface value. This is improbable as
no paradigm of this shape is known anywhere in Indo-European. He

further thinks that this paradigm originated from nom. -e-u-s, gen.
-e-eu-s, assuming rhat a proterodynamic w-paradigm was added to the
e-stem. As he admits himself there is no parallel either for the secondary
use of such a paradigm. (I do not unders¡and why Schindler does not
assume -e-cLrs, for hysterodynamic inflexions are used secondarily, as in
'tphr-tr-ôus.) It need hardly be said that this reconstruction is very uncertain. Beside the possibiliry that the suffix is of foreign origin (e. g. Risch
1,56f .), there is the possibility that it represents hysterodynamic -eus etc.
(e. g. Rix 1976,1.47). The semantic parallel ôpóq . 'r--oøs (Schindler 352,
who compares the word with oircéuç) is a strong confirmation of this reconstruction. Schindler's objection is that it is a secondary formation
from o-stems. (So one should expect -o-cus etc.) I conclude that the the-

matic vowel was removed before the suffix. That this did not happen
only before -l- is shown by -elos (nr. 13 above). -eios (nr.14) and -et/et(nr. 15). Also the suffix may have been added to root nouns which later
were replaced by o-stems ('t'uoile-?), so that a relation -os : -ëus arose.

If one is prepared to assume -e-eC- we would even more expect
forms with -o-eC-, âs stems in -o are clearly attested. This sequence
would have given -aC- (cf. dat sg. -ai < -o-ei). As far as I know, there is
no trace of such formations. (Gr. -roôqç, Lat. -Õsus is supposed to originate in compounds with -o-br(e)d-(s-o-), so it is not relevant here.)
Conclusion

I conclude from this survey that there is no certain evidence for
rare
inderivatives from thematic nouns show. rg a stem in -e-. The
stances where this form has been assumed can be better, or at least as
good, be explained otherwise.2
IL Compounds
On compounds we can be very short, but it is important to mention
them here. Compounds of which the first member is an o-stem always
have -o-, never -e-. This confirms the above conclusions.
2 I am concerned here only with derivation. lVhether there
inflexion is another matter.

was -e-

in

the

III. Denominative Verbs from

11

o-Stems

I

can only add a few words on the denominative verbs derived from
I hope to publish elsewhere on this and related problems, and
can give here only my provisional results.

o-stems.

1. It was generally accepted that denominative verbs derived from
o-stems had the suffix -ie/o- added after the stem ending in -e, type
't'deiwe-ié-ti. Evidence for this type seemed certain: Gr. çrl"éro, Lat. albea,
Skt. devøy,ítl. (Note that in the latter type it is only since the acceptance
of Brugmann's law that interpretation as -e-ie- seemed certain. This
means that recent insight seemed to confirm the oid theory of denominatives from e-stems.)

Forms derived from a stem form in -o were considered not to be old:
there was only the Greek type ôorì"óro, but as this was isolated it seemed
not to be an Indo-European inheritance.
There were also forms with -ie/o- without a vowel, be it -o- or -e-,
but they are rare.
The foregoing has shown that there are no nominal derivatives, nor
first members of compounds, that have a stem in -e, and that only a stem

in -o is found. This makes it improbable that verbal derivatives would
have -e-, and only -e, never -o-. (I noted this in 1986,710, and in 1990,
273.)It can now be shown, I think, that denominatives from stems in -e
did not exist. Denominatives from stems in -o can now be demonstrated,
but the type with -ie/o- after a stem without a vowel was probably the
Indo-European formation.

2.The type Greek <prÀéar. I found my view that this Greek rype did
not continue a PIE formation in -e-ie- confirmed by the thorough study
of Eiizabeth Fawcett Tucker 1990. She arrived at the conclusion that the
Greek type of denominatives in -ér,l derived from the PIE causative type
in -eie- with o-vocalism of the root (pp.1,9-'1,99, esp. 162-180). It is important to note that Mrs. Tucker does not mention the problem of
derivatives from o-stems showing a stem in -e but that she bases herself
only on the interpretation of the oldest (Homeric) Greek material.
3. The Armenian presents in -em are supposed to derive from -eie-,
and most of them are denominatives. I think that here the same development occurred as in Greek. Meillet inhis Esqøisse (1936,105) already
noted that it is sometimes hard to see whether a verb of this type is a
(deverbative) causative or a denominative.
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matic vowel was removed before the suffix. That this did not happen
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Conclusion

I conclude from this survey that there is no certain evidence for
rare
inderivatives from thematic nouns show. rg a stem in -e-. The
stances where this form has been assumed can be better, or at least as
good, be explained otherwise.2
IL Compounds
On compounds we can be very short, but it is important to mention
them here. Compounds of which the first member is an o-stem always
have -o-, never -e-. This confirms the above conclusions.
2 I am concerned here only with derivation. lVhether there
inflexion is another matter.

was -e-
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III. Denominative Verbs from

11

o-Stems

I

can only add a few words on the denominative verbs derived from
I hope to publish elsewhere on this and related problems, and
can give here only my provisional results.

o-stems.

1. It was generally accepted that denominative verbs derived from
o-stems had the suffix -ie/o- added after the stem ending in -e, type
't'deiwe-ié-ti. Evidence for this type seemed certain: Gr. çrl"éro, Lat. albea,
Skt. devøy,ítl. (Note that in the latter type it is only since the acceptance
of Brugmann's law that interpretation as -e-ie- seemed certain. This
means that recent insight seemed to confirm the oid theory of denominatives from e-stems.)

Forms derived from a stem form in -o were considered not to be old:
there was only the Greek type ôorì"óro, but as this was isolated it seemed
not to be an Indo-European inheritance.
There were also forms with -ie/o- without a vowel, be it -o- or -e-,
but they are rare.
The foregoing has shown that there are no nominal derivatives, nor
first members of compounds, that have a stem in -e, and that only a stem

in -o is found. This makes it improbable that verbal derivatives would
have -e-, and only -e, never -o-. (I noted this in 1986,710, and in 1990,
273.)It can now be shown, I think, that denominatives from stems in -e
did not exist. Denominatives from stems in -o can now be demonstrated,
but the type with -ie/o- after a stem without a vowel was probably the
Indo-European formation.

2.The type Greek <prÀéar. I found my view that this Greek rype did
not continue a PIE formation in -e-ie- confirmed by the thorough study
of Eiizabeth Fawcett Tucker 1990. She arrived at the conclusion that the
Greek type of denominatives in -ér,l derived from the PIE causative type
in -eie- with o-vocalism of the root (pp.1,9-'1,99, esp. 162-180). It is important to note that Mrs. Tucker does not mention the problem of
derivatives from o-stems showing a stem in -e but that she bases herself
only on the interpretation of the oldest (Homeric) Greek material.
3. The Armenian presents in -em are supposed to derive from -eie-,
and most of them are denominatives. I think that here the same development occurred as in Greek. Meillet inhis Esqøisse (1936,105) already
noted that it is sometimes hard to see whether a verb of this type is a
(deverbative) causative or a denominative.
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except that a derivation from -o-ie- does not explain the factitive mean4. The type Latin albeo.The explanation of this type from a stem in

-e + -ie/o- was chalienged already by Watkins (1'971,60f.). He convincingly showed that these verbs are derivatives from stems with the stative
suffix -a-, i. e. -eh,-. This is shown clearly by the related forms in -e-sco-,
from -eb,-sÞ.
5. The Indo-Iranian type devayáti. Sanskrit has denominatives in
-ayá-, -áya-, -ølá-, -yá- and -tyá-.Lubotsky (1989), in his review of Mrs.
Jamison's book (tf Sf ), pointed out that the type wrth -ayá.- only makes
participles and that it is probably a secondary development of Sanskrit.
The old type is that in -ayá- (priyay,á-) and this derives from-o-ie-. On
this and the other types see below.
Avestan (Kellens 1.984, 1'30f .) has -aya- only. The situation in Sanskrit must be more original.
6. The Germanic denominatives from o-stems in the first weak declension (Goth. bailjøn) can be derived lrom -e-ie- as well as from -ie(Krause 1968, 238 Kortlandt 1 986).
7. I conclude that for all types supposedly derived from a stem rn -e
there is an alternative, which is often more probable. Combined with the
fact that no nominal derivatives from a stem in -e are found, we must
conclude that there were no denominatives from o-stems which had a
stem in -e.
\We shall

now have

a

look at possible forms with -o-ie-.

8. We have seen above (sub 6.) that the Sanskrit type
represent -o-ie-.

in -ayá- wíll

ing of this category.a
11. Thus we have found two types with -o-ie-, but there is also the
type with -ie- without a preceding vowel. As the type with -o- can be
easily explained as a recent formation, the latter rype may be the oldest,
and the only PIE, type.5 It is found in:
a. the Greek type åyyé}"ì,ro, ipeípo;
b. the Latin rype serutre if this had the simple suîfix -ie/o-;
Ç. the Germanic denominatives of the 1st weak class (bøiljøn), which

d.
e.

must have -ie/o- as they cannot have had -e-ie/oin Hittite we have a few forms of the type rnarsie- 'be false' from
marst-) see Oettinger 1.979,355, who doubts that the type is old;
Sanskrit verbs of the types tavisyá- and tøvistyá- might belong to
this category (Tucker 1990, l2l n. 159).

12.The foregoing has consequences for the Hittite factitives in -aþþ-.
assumed that the suffrx -abb- derives from -e-b2-, the -ebeing the stem vowel of o-stem nouns. \Øe must now conclude that this
interpretation is impossible. (See note 4.)

It is generally

IV Further Suggestions
To solve the problem of the form rn-eb, I can only make a suggestion.
The problem is that we have -ebrbeside -br. I start from two considerations.

l)If

-eh., was one suffix, in the full grade, we would have two different nominatives, which is rather awkward.

Hittite type hatraml. Oettinger (1979,30 and 357-387) has
shown that this type, with -ãnxi, -asi/-aesi, -aezzi continues -o-io- ( >
9. The

-a-),-o-ie- ( > -or-). Thus we have here confirmation for the rype supposed for Sanskrit -ayá.-.
type ôouÀóroThis type is also extensively studied by
Mrs. Tucker (273-328). This time I do not agree with her interpretation,3
10. The Greek

3 One type she explains from an adjective ín -Õtos. However, the evidence for such
an (independent) adjectivè is doubtful. The other type she connects with the Hittite suffix
-aþþ-.Tl-'e aorist with this suffix would have had -as- in Greek, and this form would have
been changed to -o-s- âfter the first type. This change seems improbable to me, and it de-

M. Peters now ârgues for -o-ie- as rhe
pends on the explanation of the {irst type.
sourcc o[ thc Greek prcsents in -óo (1988-90, 614f.).

a The Hittite factitive suffix -aþþ- has been connected with Latin verl>s in -dre
(which makes connection with the Greek verbs in -óro impossible). It is also possible,
however, to connect the Hittite and the Greek verbs, excluding Latin, and asstme -oOhr-

or -e/ohr- Íor the suffix; as o-grade is less plausible, we might preler -ehr-.
5 M. Peters (1938-90, 614) points out that these verbs may in fact have been derived from athematic forms. This is what I suppose. The formulation "loss or deletion of
the thematic vowel" is only a synchronic statement. (The same holds for -lo- forms beside
o-stems. Thus Peters gives perÀíxroç and ¡rerÀíooo from'?meiliþh- beside peí)"rxoç.) Historically, the question may be connected with the origin of the o-stem nouns (cf. Beekes
1985,184ff.).
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Ihe Neuter Plural of Thematic

2) Greek has short -a < -bz everywhere. It is mostly assumed (e. g.
Hardarson 1987,95) that this is the form of the consonant-stems which
was generalised. As I pointed out earlier (1985,25) this seems quite improbable to me. The o-stems are always the dominant type, as it is much
more frequent.6 Also, the Latin short -a cannot be explained easily.7
Therefore I think that Greek preserved the ancient situation.
\Øhen we combine the two considerations) we conclude that the
neurer plural nominative had single -hr.
Note that, if we assume that the feminine a-sfem substantives had a
nominative wíth -eb2, this ending was n o t identical with the neuter plural ending. Hardarson may be right in assuming that the neuter ending
was part of a proterodynamic (originally neuter) inflexion. However, the
feminine ¿-stem substantives cannot derive from a proterodynamic inflexion, as in this inflexional rype the full grade was never generalised to
the nominative and accusative (the only exception being the type
'!'men-os, which incidentally shows -o-). I therefore maintain that the
feminine a.-stem substantives derive from a hysterodynamic paradigm.
Thus we are left with the question from where the nominative in -eh,
of the o-stems originated. In the languages where it was spread, it went to
the o-stems first, as we see in Sanskrit. This leads to the idea that this
form originated in the pronouns. From here the neuter plural form may
have easily gone to the o-stems. And we know that there were e-stems in
the pronouns. But at this point I must leave the question for the moment.
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